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Hungry humble smart

The team's ideal players in 2016, Patrick Lencioni, brought the following book into his five team dysfunctions The ideal team player: how to recognize and nurture three essential virtues [1]. Ideal team players, as Lencioni describes them, are hungry, humble and (emotionally) intelligent - these are his 3
virtues. It is rare that people with only one of the three virtues survive long in most organizational cultures. But sometimes people with two out of three can exist and frustrate teams. And when we look at our teams through this particular lens, we reveal interesting insights about possible hires, people
already on our teams, or even ourselves. Consider an employee who is humble and hungry, but not smart. The risk here is that they are making a random mess because they don't understand other people (or their impact on other people) well enough. Consider a person who is humble and intelligent, but
not hungry - think of this person as a beloved slacker. No one wants to shoot this person, but maybe they really should. And then there are hungry and intelligent people who lack humility. This is a skillful politician who is behind him or himself and constantly de-rails for effective teamwork. How can I
measure 3 Virtues? Lencioni's book helps us better understand the nuances of each virtue and how to observe virtuous behavior in all three categories. It also sets out the actions managers and human resources professionals can take to create better teamwork in each of the three virtues. But wouldn't it
be great if we could find other ways to measure the great potential of teamwork for individuals and teams? We can measure these virtues. Harrison's assessment, because it is a deep and flexible evaluation system, can be used to identify all three of these team virtues (and countless other theories and
systems) to ensure successful hiring or developing stronger teams internally. Linking to 3 Virtues is relatively easy to do with customization functions in Harrison's assessment system. Humble First, we can examine the qualities that make up the first of three virtues: Humble. According to Lencioni, humble
team players ... Lack of excessive ego or concern about status Will quickly pay attention to the contribution of others and slowly look for attention in your stock credit, to emphasize the team through themselves and define success collectively rather than individually not afraid to honestly recognize the skills
and talents they bring to the team, although never proud or boast of harrison's assessment: Essential, desirable, and traits-to-Avoid The Harrison allows us to map each of the three virtues to create custom behavioral competence, which humble, includes essential traits (those most important for success),
such as: Openness/Active Listening Learning Mindset/Hunger Feedback in Collaboration Process Then desirable features are added to ward off low choices/scores for traits that fall in the path of humility, such as: Team first mindset Wants to help others and be helpful Motivate makes a good transparent
communicator Self-acceptance Warm and empathetic Finally, Traits-to-avoid are added to the flag by potential unproductive trends that would interfere with humility, such as: Aggressive or too blunt communication style excessive opinion, or dogmatic management/authoritarian defensive/disjoying
feedback master custom behavioral competence The process described above humble was respected hungry and intelligent and each developed a common custom behavioral competence. Each of the 3 virtues has a secondary report (custom behavioral competence) that can be released to see a
person's scores on the traits that make up each virtue. In this case, that person has high and positive scores in the first two virtues or in the selective competences of conduct, humble and hungry. However, it scores lower - as stated in YELLOW, or carefully, bar next to smart virtue, or competence. With
this result, we may want to further detail the smart report and find out what drives this result. In the above smart report, one result that affects this person's score against this virtue is a feature called Enlists Cooperation. The list of others is part of the formula on which smart virtue is based, because
emotional intelligence (which is part of Smart) depends on whether others are on board and will be included in your ideas and initiatives. Low behavioral choice to include other collaborations can seriously undermine teamwork. What do scores mean? When scores are low, individuals have the ability to
increase their self-awareness about how their behavioral tendencies may be limiting their effectiveness (e.g. jeopardising the ideal team player formula). For example, in the above result, this person may not have fully understood that his low desire to include other collaborations may be his way of greater
efficiency as a team player. Using Harrison's assessment, he has the opportunity to look at himself in new and different ways before he can take the next step in the development journey - to decide if he wants to change and how to start this process. Changes are possible in assessments like Harrison to
offer individuals greater choice. Behavior is often difficult to change, to be sure, but without a tool or system that detects many individual personal preferences, it is practically impossible to reflect on our blind spots and make informed decisions that can make us happier, more productive and brighter
people. Leaders who seek to attract, engage and maintain humble, hungry and intelligent also requires a system or method to maintain a mirror, a mirror, breathe, and see what it really is. ______________________________________ [1] Ideal team player: how to recognize and nurture the three
essential virtues of Hardcover (2016), by Patrick Lencioni Chances, at some point in your career you interviewed (or maybe hired) someone who just doesn't play well with others. And while Michael Jordans' world can be great for certain roles when you're recruiting jobs that require teamwork, hiring
someone who doesn't qualify for the bill can hurt the whole team. In his book Ideal Team Player: How to Recognize and Nurture Three Essential Virtues, Patrick Lencioni outlines three traits employers need to test in order to hire team players- traits that he says are more important than skills alone. They
are: Humble = do not think less about themselves; believes that self less hungry = aggressively pursuing goals Smart = emotionally intelligent, that is, in interaction with other SHRM 2017 HR conference, Lencioni argued that in order to hire team players, employers need to look for candidates who are
humble, hungry and intelligent candidates who have only one or two of these traits, will not help your team succeed and can sometimes do harm. Let's look at these irreplaceable features and why it's important to have all three. In addition, we will discuss what you can do to notice them in the candidates.
Why don't you want to hire someone with just one of the 3 traits It can be much easier to find a candidate who checks only one of these boxes. But candidates who are just hungry, humble or smart are bad news for your team. Candidates who are just Humble = Pawn It has been said that humility is not to
think less about themselves, but to think of themselves less. Humble candidates are polar opposites of an egotistical and arrogant archetype who acts as a law to themselves, even in a highly cooperative group environment. Humble employees tend to be hyper-focused on helping others and not brag
about their personal success. Lencioni stresses, however, that while humility is the most important of the three traits, it is not the only quality employers who should seek to identify the team's players. In fact, considering your own, it may not be all that desirable. Candidates who are humble without
emotional smart and hunger for success can be easily exploited. Lencioni refers to these people as pawns and their reluctance to step up the plate can also make them less likely to push the envelope, holding the team back to reach their full potential. For candidates who are just hungry = Bulldozer by
Lencioni, hunger is another attribute that good team players always have. Hungry candidates push and push until the job is finished. They are not satisfied 99% when they can give 100%. This can get into the workaholic but how how well-functioning teams, hungry staff can motivate everyone to do better.
Michael O'Donnell, owner of Hyacinth Marketing, says a hungry personality is more desirable to him than previous experience. I would like to hire young, hungry individuals who want to do their best to make their mark and achieve success as the company succeeds, he says. But starvation alone has its
trap. It is candidates who are hungry without the influence of hardening humility, often do not work well with others. They are a bulldozer who knocked his team-mates aside for their desire to succeed, eventually setting everyone up to fail.  Candidates who are just Smart=Charmer Smart candidates have
more than raw intelligence: they're just fine with others. Emotional intelligence comes with a ton of benefits, including the ability to empathize with others and show common sense in group situations. In his Forbes interview, Lencioni notes that smart candidates understand the dynamics of a group of
people and how to say and do things and have a positive result for those around them. As part of the team, this can highlight the best of all those around you and help build a strong working relationship. But the ability to easily win others over is not a good thing in itself, and unfortunately candidates who
can charm the snake right out of the basket are really hard to resist in interviews. Hire nothing but charmers, and you end up with a team filled with Ferris Bueller's-slacking off just because they know they can get away with it. Two of these three traits are better, but it is not enough to make an ideal team
player If you are worried that you will look to the ends of the ground to find a candidate who embodies all three traits, the good news is that 2 out of 3 traits can sometimes work, but it is not ideal. Lencioni describes people who have 2 of 3 types: Humble and hungry, but not smart = Casual Messmaker
Candidates who are humble and hungry but have not developed emotional intelligence tend to be kind-hearted people who still have to drive successfully. Their biggest drawback is their tendency to put their foot in the mouth in group situations. They are also more likely to be the ones who inadvertently
make a mistake, but at least they lack the arrogance to get defensive about it. If you are willing to take the time to develop your emotional intelligence, these candidates may be worth the hire. Humble and smart, but not hungry = Dear Slacker Meanwhile humble candidates who have emotional intelligence
but just aren't all that hungry tend to be cute slackers. Of course, they're fun to have around and they care a lot about their teammates, but at the end of the day, their output isn't all that great. Unless you can find a way to motivate them, how this can be very damaging to the team's success in the long run.



Their colleagues will have to take their stiffness, and the rising frustration undermines everyone's morale. Hungry and smart, but not humble = Intelligent politician The most dangerous combination of traits, Lencioni says, are smart and hungry candidates who lack humility. Think politician- they're skilled
with people and know what they want, but they're most likely to stab someone back for the first chance they get. There's just no room for those people in the team, so try to avoid them at all costs. After all, you should not account for compromises. If you want to recruit a really awesome team player steph
curry instead of Michael Jordan, aim to try all three traits. How to recruit a smart, hungry and humble candidate The first step in hiring team players shifts your attention solely from technical skills and takes a deeper look at the candidate's personality. Even the NFL has realized that it is important, after all,
a destructive personality can ruin a player's career and lose a team with millions of unrealized potential. Here's what you can do: Diversify your interview to evaluate the candidate's true personality: If you can, take out interviews from the standard office setting to test how candidates behave in the real
world. Lencioni offers to conduct unconventional interviews during football practices or even take candidates shopping. Charles Schwab CEO Walt Bettinger takes candidates to the restaurant and deliberately assures the waiter to mess up his order to assess how well they respond to mistakes. A person
who will curse or be unforgivable towards waitstaff is not something you want in your squad. Remove siloed interviews: For those who want an office interview, removing siloed interviews can improve the process. For example, you can have a few interlocutors to talk to a candidate separately, debrief after
the first two interviews and then another interview to look out for areas that you are sure of (think of 3 values). Another option is to do a panel interview, in this way you can all interview the same conversation and make sure that no one understands. After all, some people are more aligned than others that
recognize personality traits. Keep pushing candidates to answer: Lencioni is also advocating for law &amp; order school interviews. Don't be afraid to interview your applicants! If they skirt around the question, ask him again, and keep asking until you get an answer. If you have nagging doubts that the
candidate is hiding something, there is a good chance that they are, so don't let him go, just change the wording a little bit every time. For example, if a candidate keeps giving a hollow answer to a conflict resolution question, ask if their a friend would say that they have concerns. And if the candidate
ends up snaps you up for a pushy technique that tells you a lot about them as well. Scare them with sincerity: If you are not sure what they are hungry for, try to scare them with sincerity. Keep pressing them about how serious your company is about something and if they don't seem to be empowered by
the prospect, they may not be very fit. This also gives the candidate out, and saves you a lot of time and money, rather than hiring someone who will leave for a month. Find a way to test the values that are most important to your company: Lencioni gives Southwest Airlines an example that rigorously tests
a sense of humor in its pilots by asking them to grab a pair of khaki shorts for the second half of their interview (it used to be part of an airline uniform). Some just find it too childish, but the company knows that those who stick around and enjoy the offbeat technique are better suited to work. By making
even small estimates in the recruitment process, you can hire candidates that strengthen your teams and generate greater productivity. They are also more inclined to accompany colleagues, resulting in a higher level of maintenance and a happy, collaborative team. * Image from Ghost Busters To get a
blog like this directly in your inbox, subscribe to blog news. News.
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